TELUS Task Tracker
The easy way to manage and
communicate with your workers.
Do you know where your in-field workers are? Do you know how
much longer they have at a job site or if they are available now?
Now managing on-demand services and projects has never been easier. TELUS Task Tracker is
a cost effective, easy-to-use tool that will provide you with advanced project tracking functions
for leaner business operations and better customer service. With this TELUS Fleet Complete
add-on module, you can distribute assignments to your crew in seconds and track real-time
status updates; all from one screen. You gain instant visibility into the workload of your workers,
all active and pending jobs and who is available for the new assignment. Through efficient resource
management, you can deliver better results quicker, improve customer service and gain more
business opportunities for optimal return on investment.

Real-time task dispatching leads to improved operations.
■

Increase operational efficiencies: view the availability of all your employees so you can
immediately dispatch the right person to the right job

■

Receive instant notifications: receive immediate updates when the in-field employee accepts,
rejects or completes a task on their smartphone

■

Improve time management: provide your in-field crew with special activity notifications so they
can receive alerts (travel time, time to leave, etc.) to help better organize their day and manage
their activities more effectively

■

Accommodate changing priorities: view all in-field activity at once so you can adapt to
fluctuating business needs and make on-demand decisions

■

Do more with less: leverage the single intuitive interface to simplify and enhance your in-office
and in-field operations so you can do more business with the same amount of resources

Additional modules to increase productivity and savings.
TELUS Fleet Complete is a robust fleet, asset and mobile workforce management
platform designed to add efficiency to your operations and improve your bottom line.
■

TELUS Fleet Tracker: Capture the location and vehicle engine data to optimize fleet
operations, improve driver behaviour and better manage vehicle maintenance

■

TELUS Asset Tracker: Monitor the location and unauthorized movement of your
high-value equipment and other assets to prevent loss and replacement costs

Shift up to better fleet management today.
For more information or a no-charge, no-obligation consultation
on your fleet monitoring needs, visit telus.com/fleetcomplete,
contact your TELUS Sales Executive or call 1-877-352-0898.
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